
T-table notes for September 2019

1. To the families of all of my students @ SWS: Keep going!  I am 
taking care of your son|daughter/neice/nephew/grandchild in the U.S.
Mr. C

2. I like tea.  I hope you do too. Sincerly, Tea lover
3. Oisin, I love you very much. I really mooosic! - Ryan, age 4
4. Been in neighborhood for 11 years.  Enjoy the tea & the time. 

Thanks, Constantine
5. To e-Boy in Taiwan! (signature but I can't read it)
6. Happy Anniversary Anne & Tim! Going out to Richmond, VA (same

signature?)
7. As I sit to view lake w/ton, Having grown up near 

Addlestone*(*Pronounced Addlestun) I spy a tea stall from my bike, 
I sip of tea I know I'll like. Adam – England (one of the 48%)

8. All is quiet. (with bonus mistakes) The rush of the day/ has been led 
astray/ and now there is nothing to fear./ For time's been stilled,/a 
void's been filled,/ and all is quiet here// A bird flies by/ through the 
still sky/ It's mirror in the lake/ the grass is green/ nothing's unseen,/ 
and nothing big's at stake.// Flowers bloom,/ Maples loom/ and ripe 
red berries are near./ For now I'll sit/ and wait a bit/ for all is quiet 
here.

9. The mountain may be dressed in mist, but kindness glows across the 
fluffy blue sky.

10. My cute,- Ellen.  Thank you for always lifting me up and being 
such an honest and beautiful friend.  CFAB// I'm grateful for all that 
you are and that the universe brought us together.  Please know I've 
got your back 100% in all the you do.  Can't wait to find out where 
we meet up next!  *Remember Paris? #passportlessinParis/ *You are 
sunshine!/ Where to next my cute? (heart) snuggles to smooches 
signature

11. Dear sister- are there pussywillows where you live, so far away?
12. Colleen, Thank you so much being a forever friend.  No matter 

the distance or time our friendship/bond is such a nurturing and 
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effortless force in my life.  I just love you so much.  I truly believe we 
will have each other in our lives forever and I look forward to more 
adventures together.  Love you my cute, Ellen (heart with CFAB 
inside)

13. To the families of all my students, wherever you may be, peace to
you and your community.  Dave

14. I was just thinking about Howard from “Howardville” 
(population:1) who we met on over way to Fayetteville.  He was born 
before Oklahoma was a state.  I wonder what became of him.- Sara

15. Dearest Zo, I think of you every day when I run.  I still miss you 
terribly.  This week I ran the Medoe Marathon on what would have 
been our 28th anniversary.  How I wishyou could have run it too.  All 
my love LB


